
BMW FILMS CASE STUDY SOLUTION

BMW Case Study Analysis. 1. BMW FILMS A case study by: Victoria Gnatoka; 2. BMW IN YEARS BMW was founded
as an aircraft engine.

A quick bit of math reveals that these choices present each web visitor with a staggering 2,,, unique vehicular
combinations. Curiously, this is precisely what BMW has decided to do. BMW offering over two billion
unique choices on their web site hardly qualifies as simple. Marketing, 10th Edition. All of these films are
aimed at the same audience, teenagers. Answer 1 The Z3 case shows how communications strategy and tactics
have evolved beyond traditional TV and print advertising. Kerin, R. Motavalli, J. What Women Want In a
Car. A paragraph explaining each point will be sufficient. In , BMW built its first diesel engine. Selecting a
New Car for Purchase. Build It. To most consumers BMW is simply, a vehicle manufacturer. Or have BMW
spent the ninety years of their existence building a solid reputation based on quality? International ventures
began in when it set up a production plant in South Africa. Perhaps a dual-targeted approach would work?
Men and women shop very differently, explains Joe Brandt, a service manager at one of Best Buys newest
stores. In a case study of BMWs marketing efforts published in Marketing, 10th Edition, authors Kerin,
Hartley, and Rudelius list at least three aspects of BMWs branding and marketing that they believe lend the
most appeal. What Works In Women's Networks. Theatrical Market Statistics. According to the Motion
Pictures Association of America, female attendance of films classified as action movieseven allowing for
women who are accompanying a male partner to the movieis less than 18 percent MPAA. And while they may
claim the numbering scheme is simple, its actually harder to remember than a good model name Smalley,  The
case talks about the successful first phase launch of this new drop top beauty. Yes, there are women who like
James Bond, and yes, there are women who enjoy a good shoot em up filmbut they are definitely the minority.
Much of their current marketing material is pure genius, and could be retained to continue reaching their male
customers; but a parallel marketing approach, focusing on memorable and comfortable car names, a vastly
simplified car selection process, and promoting their products in female-dominated venues might permit them
to entice the 60 percent of new car buyers into their showrooms. Use the BMW case to support your
assertions. The case deals with the launch, of the now infamous BMW Z3 roadster, a car that revolutionized
and rejuvenated the boring American motor industry back in the mid 's. Using numbers makes their products
seem cold and lifeless. Heather Coleman. Ellie Pugh. Bloomberg Businessweek, pp. Is this company another
faceless corporation whose only priority is to make its millions? Lindstrom 4 That BMWs decision to feature
their cars in four James Bond movies and their decision to produce a series of violent action flicks showcasing
their cars blithely ignore their female demographic hardly needs stating. This essay gives a brief analysis on
BMW, one of the leading brands in the industry and how they effectively use marketing. There can be little
doubt that assigning such short numeric labels depersonalizes the productsthe same technique is applied to
achieve the same ends with prisoners, for examplebut its effect upon female consumers is not in BMWs favor.
It logically follows that since women easily account for more than half of all car purchases, the marketing
efforts of a car manufacturer, such as BMW, should focus on their female demographic. Any customer can
have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is black. Men respond to things and women respond to
people, says Sheryl Connelly, the chief marketing officer at Ford Alexander,  And what of BMWs simple,
letter- and number-based model naming scheme? Karen Smalley, a prospective car buyer, agrees. Lindstrom 5
Works Cited Alexander, S. Drive It.


